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ABSTRACT

Social media websites have become a popular outlet for online users

to express their opinions on controversial issues, such as gun control

and abortion. Understanding users’ stances and their arguments

is a critical task for policy-making process and public deliberation.

Existing methods rely on large amounts of human annotation for

predicting stance on issues of interest, which is expensive and

hard to scale to new problems. In this work, we present a weakly-

guided user stance modeling framework which simultaneously

considers two types of information: what do you say (via stance-

based content generative model) and how do you behave (via social
interaction-based graph regularization). We experiment with two

types of social media data: news comments and discussion forum

posts. Our model uniformly outperforms a logistic regression-based

supervised method on stance-based link prediction for unseen users

on news comments. Our method also achieves better or comparable

stance prediction performance for discussion forum users, when

comparedwith state-of-the-art supervised systems [34]. Meanwhile,

separate word distributions are learned for users of opposite stances.

This potentially helps with better understanding and interpretation

of conflicting arguments for controversial issues.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: An illustration of our proposed stance prediction

model (STML). Users of opposite stances are highlighted in

different colors along with representative words in their

comments ((a) and (b)). Without knowing any user’s stance,

STML jointly models the content and the user interactions

(e.g., agreement and disagreement marked with “+" and “−"

in (b)). It then outputs separate word distributions for oppo-

site stances (as in (c)) as well as predicts users’ positions on

a specific issue (in real values as in (d)).

Nowadays, it has become popular for people to express and ex-

change their opinions through social media, such as by posting

https://doi.org/10.1145/3132847.3133020


comments under trendy topics in news commenting systems, or de-

bating with other users on contentious issues in discussion forums.

The massive amount of online discussions provide us with valuable

resources for studying and understanding public opinions on fun-

damental societal issues, e.g., abortion or gun rights. Automatically

predicting user stance and identifying corresponding arguments are

important tasks for improving policy-making process and public

deliberation.

Our goal is to develop a weakly-guided stance modeling framework
which is able to automatically predict user position on controver-
sial issues and provide insights on the heated arguments. Previous
work [3, 14, 25, 32–34, 37] has shown that stance prediction is a

challenging task, and would require techniques beyond traditional

sentiment analysis methods that only consider textual features or

sentiment lexicon [32, 33]. Specifically, user interactions, e.g., re-

buttal links between posts, have been demonstrated as important

complementary features to content for stance classification [35, 37].

Recently, Sridhar et al. [34, 35] propose to collectively classify both

post-level and user-level stances to encourage consistency among

the predictions. Stance prediction with regard to a given target has

been studied on Twitter [3], which relies on a set of seed tweets

that are heuristically labeled based on pre-selected hashtags. Most

of the aforementioned work employs supervised methods which

require significant amounts of human efforts for annotation, and

thus makes it difficult to scale for new issues.

To address the above challenges, we propose a unified model,

STML (Stance-based Text Generative Model with Link Regulariza-

tion), which combines content generation modeling and user inter-
action modeling. Intuitively, users with different stances differ in

word usages, and they also tend to argue on opposite opinions. For

instance, Figure 1 shows two fierce discussions with disagreement

among four users on the issue of “same-sex marriage”. User 1 and

User 4, who are against it, frequently mention “gay sex” and “man

and woman”. On the contrary, User 2 and User 3, who are on the pro

side, focus on arguments containing “under the law". Concretely,

STML is built on a novel stance-based content generative model and

leverages signed user-user interaction links to further regularize

user positions. An interactive learning algorithm is proposed to

allow STML to be trained in an unsupervised fashion with weak

guidance. The learned STML model is capable of (1) producing

word distributions of two opposite stances for a specified issue, and

(2) predicting a numerical stance value for either observed user or

unseen user, as demonstrated in Figure 1.

We experiment with real-world discussions from two social me-

dia — CNN news commenting system, and 4Forums.com discussion
forum — on stance prediction tasks. Experimental results of stance-

based link prediction in news commenting system show that our

STML model can uniformly outperform a logistic regression-based

model which is trained with words and phrases (e.g., an AUC of

0.78 vs. 0.51 on issue “Gaza Israel"). Our model also achieves stance

prediction accuracies comparable to a supervised learning-based

state-of-the-art model [34] on several issues for discussion forum

users (e.g., an accuracy of 0.76 compared to 0.66 on abortion). Qual-

itative analysis is further carried out on the learned word distri-

butions of opposite stances. We find that the STML model, which

considers both content and user interactions, is able to capture the

controversial aspects derived from ideology polarization or con-

flicting arguments. We envision that the output by our model can

be used for extracting and summarizing “heated arguments" for

disputed issues. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

(1) Our model is weakly guided by domain independent heuris-

tic rules on user interaction patterns with no supervision

from user stances;

(2) We are able to learn user stances and word distributions for

opposite stances simultaneously, where the word distribu-

tions provide better interpretation for opposite standpoints;

(3) Instead of treating user stance prediction as a binary classifi-

cation problem, STML learns numerical stances for users to

better capture their relative polarity in various issues.

2 PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM

DEFINITION

In this paper, we study the user stance prediction problem for two

types of social media websites: news commenting systems (e.g.,

CNN) and online debate forums (e.g., 4Forums). In a news com-

menting system, comments under each news article serve as a

thread, and users can freely comment to the news article and reply

to each other. A post can either be a direct comment to the arti-

cle or a reply to other existing posts. In an online debate forum,

users debate in discussion threads on a variety of issues, such as

gun control, abortion, or gay marriage. A post can either be written

to initiate a new thread under a certain issue or respond to any

previous post in that thread. Our goal is to infer user stance for a

given issue according to two types of information: the content of

the posts and user interaction behavior via replying. Terminologies

that are frequently used are introduced below.

Issues. Each issue denotes a certain topic or event that users are

interested in. News articles along with the comments and threads

in online forums are extracted based on a set of keywords related

to that issue. We typically observe two contrasting standpoints for

each issue.

Threads. One thread contains all comments for a news article or

represent a discussion thread in an online forum.

Posts. Posts are either comments under each related article or posts

in online forums. A post is represented as a bag of words. In order

to capture more meaningful statement, we use a phrase mining tool,

i.e., SegPhrase [22], to extract high-quality phrases (e.g., “same sex

marriage”) to further enrich the word vocabulary.

User-User interactions. Users interact via replying function in

both news commenting and online forum settings. We aggregate all

the post-post level interaction to user-user level interaction for each

thread. Note that, in this paper we need to consider the signs of

user interactions based on agreement or disagreement. Some social

media, such as Epinions and Slashdot, signs of links are explicitly

available. Our datasets do not contain this type of information;

simple heuristics are utilized to generate the signs (see Section 4).

User stance. User stance denotes a user’s position for a particular

issue, which is represented as a real number. Different signs imply

opposite stances, and larger absolute value denotes more extreme

stance. For issues where stances are related to liberal and conserva-

tive ideology (e.g., same sex marriage), we use negative scores to



u a user

d a post

t a thread (e.g. all comments under a news article, or all posts

under a discussion theme)

n (d,w ) frequency of word w in post d
y (ui , uj , t ) signed label between user ui and uj in thread t

βB background word distribution

γ + positive word distribution

γ − negative word distribution

µB prior probability of background topic

xu position of user u
D a set of posts {d }
Y a set of links {y (ui , uj , t ) }
x parameter vector {xu }

Table 1: Notations used for the proposed STML model.

denote liberal-leaning stance and positive scores for conservative-

leaning stance. In general, the signs of the scores can be flipped,

and positive and negative signs simply denote two contrasting

standpoints.

Problem Definition. Given an online discussion issue, where NU
users are involved in the discussion across NT threads with ND
posts, our goal is to estimate stance for each user as X = {xu }

NU
u=1,

and learnword distributionsγ+ andγ− for two opposite standpoints
of the issue. Notations of our model are summarized in Table 1.

3 USER STANCE-BASED TEXT GENERATIVE

MODEL

In this section, we first design a stance-based text generative model,

which describes how posts are generated when users have different

user stance for a given issue. We will discuss how user interactions

can further enhance the model in Section 4, and propose a joint

model in Section 5.

3.1 The Generative Model

As shown in the example of same sex marriage issue, the content

information of a post could be very different if the users have

different stances (e.g., “same sex marriage” vs. “gay marriage”). We

thus design a text generative model based on two intutions:

(1) Users with different standpoints tend to choose different word

vocabularies to write their posts; and

(2) Users with more extreme stances have a higher probability to

choose more words from vocabulary of her standpoint.

Following intuition 1, we use two word distributions representing

two opposite standpoints for each issue, denoted as γ+ and γ−.
Following intuition 2, given a postd and its authoru, the probability
of picking a word from each word distribution is determined by the

user’s stance xu . In addition, we use a backgroundword distribution
βB to capture the commonality of word usage (i.e., neutral words)

from two parties.

Given an issue, formally, the user stance-based text generative

model for a post d written by user u is described below.

(1) Decide the standpoint ofu in postd , s (u,d ), by drawing a binary
position from a Bernoulli distribution Bern(σ (v · xu )), where
xu is the numerical stance for user u on issue zc , σ (·) is the

sigmoid function that turns user stance into a probability, and

v is a scaling coefficient.

(2) For each wordw in post d :
Decide whetherw is sampled from background distribution, by

drawing zBd,w from Bernoulli distribution Bern(µB ), where µB
is a given parameter and is set as 85% in our experiments.

(a) If zBd,w = 1 (background word), draww from the background

word distribution Mult (βB );
(b) if zBd,w = 0 (stance-sensitive word):

(i) if s (u,d ) = +1 (positive standpoint), draww from the word

distribution for positive standpoint Mult (γ+),
(ii) otherwise (negative standpoint), draw w from the word

distribution for negative standpoint Mult (γ−).

3.2 The Objective Function

According to the above generative process of each post, the proba-

bility of observing a post d written by user u is given by

p (d |xu ,v, γ +, γ −, βB, µB ) =
∑

s (u,d )

p (d, s (u, d ) |xu ,v, γ +, γ −, βB, µB )

=
∑

s (u,d )

p (s (u, d ) |xu ,v )P (d |s (u, d ), γ +, γ −, βB, µB )

(1)

where p (s (u,d ) = 1|xu ,v ) = 1/(1 + exp(−v · xu )) and
p (d |s (u,d ),γ+,γ−,βB ,µB ) is the probability of observing all the

words in post d . The probability of observing wordw in post d is

given by

p (w |s (u, d );γ +, γ −, βB, µB ) =
∑
zBd,w

p (w, zBd,w |s (u, d ), γ
+, γ −, β, µB )

=µB · βB (w ) + (1 − µB ) · (γ + (w ))1(s (u,d )=1) · (γ − (w ))1(s (u,d )=−1)

(2)

where 1(·) is the indicator function which equals 1 if the internal

predicate holds. As the post length varies a lot in social media,

we normalize the length by considering the geometric mean of

probabilities of each word for a given post d . Thus, we have

p (d |s (u, d ), γ +, γ −, β, µB )

=
*.
,

NW∏
w=1

p (w |s (u, d ), γ +, γ −, βB, µB,v )n (d,w )+/
-

1

nd (3)

where n(d,w ) denotes the number of wordw in post d , NW is the

size of vocabulary, and nd is the length of post d .
Given the collection of all the posts in the issue, the goal is to

maximize the average log likelihood of observing all the posts.

l (x, γ +, γ −, βB,v |D, µB ) =
1

ND

ND∑
d=1

logp (d |x,v, γ +, γ −, βB, µB ) (4)

where D denotes a collection of posts, and ND is the number of

posts in the corpus.

Note that, the current model is unidentifiable for xu and v . In
other words, we have the same objective if we multiple user stance

by a constant and divide v by the same constant. Therefore, we

fix the scale of user stance xu by introducing a length constraint,

i.e., xT x =
∑
u x

2

u = NU , where NU is the total number of users

in the dataset. By doing so, we can expect the average absolute

value of user stances is around 1. The scaling factor v thus controls

the sensitivity of an issue. For a larger v , more users are with an



extreme stance; and for a smaller v , more users are with neutral

stance.

The generative model can well explain how posts are generated

given users’ stances. But unfortunately, according to the objective

function described above, we can hardly learn two opposite stand-

points and thus the user stance correctly, as shown in Table 9 in the

Experiment section. The main reason is that the objective function

can lead to many local optimum points, and they do not have to

correspond to the desired contrasting standpoints. To overcome

this issue, we introduce the link regularization in the next section.

4 USER INTERACTION-BASED

REGULARIZATION

As we discussed in the last section, user stance-based text genera-

tive model itself does not suffice to identify user stances correctly.

Fortunately, user interaction links, especially when associated with

signs, will be helpful in addressing the issue, due to following ob-

servations:

(1) Users with opposite stances tend to disagree with each other in

their interaction; and

(2) Users with the same stance tend to agree with each other in

their interaction.

Thus, we design a link-based regularizer accordingly to find the

desired user stance.

Note that, signs of links play a very important role here, as

interactions do not necessarily imply homophily, which makes our

regularizer different from most of the existing graph regulariziers,

e.g., graph Laplacian-based regularization [2]. In the real world,

signs of interations can be explicitly found in some social media,

such as in Epinions and Slashdot; but most likely they are implicit.

Therefore, we propose to use simple heuristics to generate signs

for these user interactions.

4.1 Rule-based Sign Generation for User-User

Interaction Links

We now describe the strategies in determining the signs of a user-

user interaction. First, we consider user-user interaction at the

thread level, and the goal is to determine the sign of the interaction

of two users u and v in thread t , denoted as y (u,v,t ). If u agrees

with v in thread t , y (u,v,t ) = 1; otherwise, y (u,v,t ) = −1. We

choose to use thread-level interaction, as it (1) allows user stance

variation between threads and (2) avoids noisy signals at the post

level. Second, we design a set of heuristics that assign a sign to each

reply link from u to v in thread t . By aggregating all the post-post

level interaction in the thread, the sign of thread level ineraction

can be easily determined. For example, if we have observed 10

replies from u to v in thread t and all of them are “disagree”, we

will assign −1 to y (u,v,t ).
The set of rules are described below, and the goal is to label an

interaction only when we are very confident.

Number of turns of discussion. According to [39], the number

of turns of discussion is very useful to detect the disagreement be-

tween the users. Therefore, if the number of replying links between

two users in thread t exceeds a predefined threshold, e.g., 10, we

label this interaction as −1 (i.e., disagree).

# Total user-user interaction links 682,903

# Total labeled links 91,083

# Positive labels 8,017

# Negative labels 83,066

Table 2: Statistics of thread-level user-user interaction links

and their labels on CNN data.

Question mark. Since people tend to ask rhetorical questions

when they disagree with each other, a reply link is labeled as −1 if

more than one sentence ends with a question mark in the replying

post.

Text-based agree signals.We check the first sentence of the reply

post for the text-based agree signals, as people usually state their

stance at the beginning of their posts. If the post starts with strong

agree signals like “agree[d]”, “totally agree[d]” or “I [do] agree”, we

label the replying link as +1. Next, we check the whole post with

sentences like “I agree”, “I’m with you” or phrases like ”fully agree”

or “100% agree”, if they are not with any negation word such as

“but” or “however”, then we label this reply link as +1 (i.e., argee).

Text-based disagree signals. If the post starts with “disagree”, “I

disagree”, or contains “disagree” without negation words such as

“not”, we label the replying link as −1. If the first sentence starts

with words like “no”, “nope” or contains phrases like “not true”,

we label the replying link as −1. Finally, if disagree signals like “I

disagree”, “try”, “read”, “loser”, “rubbish”, “garbage”, or “pathetic”

appear in the post, we label this reply link as −1.

All the above-mentioned rules are topic-independent and carry

only relative stance information. These rules are inspected in order,

namely if one rule is satisfied, then the remaining rules will not be

examined. Then the labels for reply links are aggregated to thread-

level user-user interactions (u,v,t ). We will not assign any label to

user interaction link (u,v,t ), if their reply links in thread t receive
both −1 and +1 labels or receive no labels. Otherwise, if all labels

between two users are −1 or +1 in the same thread (i.e., consensus

reached), we assign the corresponding label to them.

The statistics of the user-user interaction sign labels generated

by these rules for CNN dataset are listed in Table 2. We find that

only 13.33% of the user interaction links are assigned with a label,

and positive labels are much fewer than negative labels. These

labeled links are with high quality due to the rigid rules, and will be

used for link regularization. The side effect of such rules is that only

a small portion of high-quality links will be utilized. Fortunately,

this will be covered up by the text generative model.

4.2 User Stance-based Network Regularizer

Once the labels for user interactions are obtained, either through

heuristics designed above or explicit labels provided in the system,

a regularizer is then designed according to the intuitions mentioned

earlier this section. For each interaction link (u,v,t ), we hope its
sign y (u,v,t ) is consistent with the sign of the dot product of xu
and xv , i.e., the stances of the two involved users. In other words,

if u and v are with different signs, they tend to disagree with each

other; and ifu andv are with the same sign, they tend to agree with

each other. Also, if the two users are with more extreme stances (i.e.,

bigger absolute values for xu and xv ), xu ·xv tends to have a higher



absolute value, indicating a higher confidence of the sign prediction

for the interaction. Thus our objective is to maximize the following

regularization term on all the labeled user-user interactions:

R (x, Y) =
1

NL

NU∑
u=1

NU∑
v=1

NT∑
t=1

y (u,v, t )xuxv (5)

where x is the user stance vector for all users, Y is the collection of

all the labeled links, and NL is the total number of user interaction

labels. Similarly, the length constraint over x is also applied here:

xT x = NU (6)

where NU is the number of users in total.

5 THE JOINT MODEL AND LEARNING

ALGORITHM

According our discussions in Sections 3 and 4, it is clear that (1)

merely using text information may lead to local optimums of user

stances that do not reflect opposite standpoints of issues and (2)

merely using links may not have a good coverage of users. Thus

we propose a joint model, STML (Stance-based Text Generative

Model with Link Regularization) that combines the two components

together in this section.

5.1 The Joint Model: STML

We now combine Eq. 4 and 5 together, and seek to maximize the

following objective function:

J = λ · l (X ,v, γ +, γ −, βB |D, µB ) + (1 − λ) · R (x, Y) −
1

2ϵ 2
v2

(7)

s .t .

0 ≤ γ + (w ), γ − (w ) ≤ 1,

NW∑
w=1

γ + (w ) = 1,

NW∑
w=1

γ − (w ) = 1

v > 0, xT x = NU

where λ is a trade-off parameter which controls the effect of the

post content and the user interaction part, and ϵ2 is a weight on
the regularization term on v , which is set as 10

6
in experiments.

5.2 The Learning Algorithm

In this section, we introduce the learning algorithm to estimate

the parameters in STML. Maximizing the objective function (Eq. 7)

w.r.t. γ+, γ−, βB , x, andv involves the latent parameters {zBd,w } and

{s (u,d )}, therefore, we introduce a two-level expectation-maximization

algorithm to estimate the parameters. In particular, the parameters

are learned by running the following two steps iteratively until the

parameters converge:

(1) E-step: We update the probability of the latent variables s (u,d )
when other parameters are fixed.

(2) M-step: We update the remaining parameters as follows:

(a) E-step: update p (zBd,w ), the probability of the wordw in post

d belonging to background.

(b) M-step: (1) update word distribution related parameters βB ,
γ+ and γ− with other parameters fixed; and (2) update user

stance parameter x and v using gradient ascent with other

parameters fixed.

Due to space limit, the detailed formulas are not included here.

5.3 Inference On New Users

Given a newly coming user xnewu who has never been observed

in the dataset, our model could also predict her stance according

to her posts with our learned parameters. In this case, we fix all

the parameters γ+, γ−, βB and v and infer the stance for xnewu by

maximizing Eq. 4 with gradient ascent algorithm.

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first describe the two datasets used for experi-

ments. We then introduce two major tasks for evaluating our mod-

els: Relative Stance-based Link Sign Prediction and User Stance Predic-
tion, as well as methods for comparison in Section 6.2. Experimental

results are reported and explained in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. Further

discussions on the joint effect of content and social interaction, and

other aspects of the model are described in Section 6.5.

6.1 Datasets

We evaluate our proposed approach on five popular issues from

CNN news commenting system and four issues from 4Forums
1
.

We crawled news articles on CNN from 05/27/2014 to 12/04/2014
2

and collected corresponding user comments to these articles via

Disqus
3
. News related to 5 hot issues are selected using keywords

search, and all the posts under these news articles are retrieved.

For each issue, user-user interaction labels are generated according

to our proposed heuristic rules in Section 4. For 4Forums, we se-

lect discussions related to four issues from the Internet Argument

Corpus (IAC) [36], where binary users’ stances are annotated for

269 discussions. Table 3 shows the detailed statistics for the two

datasets.

6.2 Evaluation Tasks and Comparisons

Here we introduce two evaluation tasks and the experimental setup

for our model, followed by the description of compared methods.

6.2.1 Task One: User Stance-based Link Sign Prediction. The first
task we consider is predicting whether two users tend to agree with

each other for a certain issue. Given two usersui anduj , a prediction
score is computed as xi · x j , where xi and x j are position variables

inferred as described in Section 5.3. A pair of nodes (ui ,uj ) with
score above a certain threshold indicates a positive link; otherwise,

it is a negative link.

Experiment are carried out on CNN comments data, where 80% of

the users are randomly selected to learn the model parameters. The

rest 20% are used as held-out users. Predictions are made between

observed and held-out users, and among held-out users.

Since gold-standard interaction labels for CNN users are not

available, we will first show evaluation results based on the rule-

induced labels for held-out data. We further evaluate on human

annotated labels for a subset of user pairs, which is described in

Section 6.3. Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) is utilized as the

evaluation metric.

6.2.2 Task Two: User Stance Prediction. We then evaluate our

model on user stance prediction task, i.e., whether a user is of

1
http://4forums.com

2
CNN gradually turned off the comments section at the end of 2014.

3
https://disqus.com/

https://disqus.com/


issue source # threads # posts # users # unique # reply links # user-user # user-user

words interaction interaction labels

Bowe Bergdahl CNN 54 254,235 18,593 30,956 181,935 96,290 12, 094

Gaza Israel Conflict CNN 83 573,705 28,775 113,437 377,474 202,718 25,840

Immigration CNN 97 440,677 26,655 54, 292 317,643 160,332 21,637

Hobby Lobby CNN 41 225,021 16,549 25,252 175,238 84,336 12,984

MH17 Crash CNN 95 388,467 23,232 53,786 288,169 140,759 18,796

Gun Control 4Forum 464 21,850 447 15,051 20,361 6,546 2,566

Abortion 4Forum 392 31,864 700 20,638 30,530 8,540 3,503

Gay Marriage 4Forum 193 14,343 408 10,145 13,785 4102 1,579

Evolution 4Forum 569 33,060 686 20,662 30,647 10,731 4,201

Table 3: Statistics for the issues from CNN news commenting board and discussion forum 4Forums.com.

Model

Rule-Based Labels Human Labels

Between Observed and Held-out Users Between Held-out Users

Bowe Bergdal Gaza Israel Immigrant Hobby Lobby MH17 Bowe Bergdal Gaza Israel Immigrant Hobby Lobby MH17 Bowe Bergdal Gaza Israel MH17

LogReg 78.3 79.9 76.8 72.8 77.0 75.7 77.7 78.9 68.0 77.6 52.4 50.5 53.2

STML_text 50.9 50.4 51.9 50.1 50.3 56.4 50.1 50.5 57.6 52.1 51.7 56.2 57.7

STML_link 52.5 51.5 51.8 53.4 51.0 52.7 52.3 51.6 52.2 55.1 51.0 62.4 59.9

STML 68.8 72.0 64.4 65.0 66.3 65.2 76.7 65.1 54.3 70.3 69.7 79.5 71.2

Table 4: Link sign prediction results by AUC on CNN users. Our STML model outperforms the other two variations where

only user interaction (STML_link) is considered or only text is considered (STML_text). STML also achieves comparable per-

formance of LogReg model, which is trained on content of users’ posts and biased towards to rule-based labels.

“pro” side or “con” side on a certain issue. Experiments are carried

out on IAC discussion forum dataset, and accuracy is reported in

accordance with previous work [34, 37].

We first evaluate our model by treating positive stance as “pro”

side and negative score as “con”. Then another accuracy score is

computed by using the alternative assignment. Better accuracy

score of the two is reported for our model.

6.2.3 Comparison. For link sign prediction, we consider com-

paring with a logistic regression model (LogReg)
4
. Unigrams and

phrases of the comments from pairwise users are extracted (as

in our model) and concatenated as feature vector. Upsampling is

utilized to resolve the imbalance issue of the training data.

For user stance prediction, we compare with a logistic regression

model (LOGREG) and the state-of-the-art method [34] based on

probabilistic soft logic (henceforth PSL). Both methods are super-

vised which require annotated user stance labels. Features such as

n-grams, lexical category counts and text lengths are utilized to

train the LOGREG model and the local classifier of the PSL model.

For both tasks, we consider two variations of our models: (1)

STML_text, which comes from the generative module of STML

when λ = 1, and (2) STML_link, which is the user interaction-based

regularization module of STML when λ = 0.

In our pilot study, we also compared with text similarity-based

clustering models, including constrained k-means [5] and con-

strained spectral clustering [41] to cluster users into 2 groups with

opposite stances. However, both systems performed poorly — with

AUC scores slightly above 0.5 on CNN comments. The inferior per-

formance is due to link sparsity and unreliable text representation

4
We use scikit-learn: http://scikit-learn.org/.

(i.e. TFIDF) and their similarity over noisy text. We thus omit their

results here.

For all the STML model used in the experiment, we set the trade-

off parameter λ as 0.8, and background work probability µB as 0.85,

unless stated otherwise.

6.3 Link Sign Prediction

We first experiment with CNN comments data for the task of link

sign prediction for pairwise users, with at least one user from the

held-out data, against our rule-induced labels. As shown in Table

4, our STML model which considers both text and user interaction

information uniformly outperforms the other two model variations

that consider only one factor over almost all issues.

It is noteworthy that LogReg performs better when evaluated

against user links labeled by our rules. This is because LogReg

captures the signal phrases used for heuristic labeling process very

well, and thus yields superior performance. For instance, we find

that features with highest positive weights from LogReg are “agree",

“true", “totally agree" while the ones with highest negative weights

are “actually", “nope", “disagree". However, rule-based labels only

cover 13.33% user-user interactions in the CNN dataset as shown in

Table 2, and LogReg might not be applicable to cases when signal

phrases are not observed.

Therefore, we further carry out experiments on human annotated

link labels. 400 pairs of users are randomly sampled from the ones

with interactions but are not labeled by our rules for each issue of

“Bowe Bergdahl", “Gaza Israel" and “MH17" respectively. We recruit

two fluent English speakers to read interactions between each pair

of users, and ask them to annotate their relative stance as on the

same side (+1), on different sides (-1) or not sure (0). Pairs with

consistent nonzero labels by our annotators are retained as our test

4Forums.com
http://scikit-learn.org/


set. In total, we have 224 samples for issue “Bowe Bergdahl", 239

samples for issue “Gaza Israel” and 173 samples for issue “MH17".

20% of them are labeled as on the same side, and the rest are on

different sides.

From Table 4, we can see that our STML model significantly

outperforms LogReg on all of the three topics when evaluated

against human annotations. It also leads to better AUC scores than

the variations that only consider text or link information. This

implies that combining content and user interaction information

can better identify user stance on a given topic.

6.4 User Stance Prediction

Model

Accuracy

Gun Control Abortion Gay Marriage Evolution

LogReg [34] 67.1 64.9 74.5 77.3

PSL[34] 67.1 65.8 77.1 78.7

STML_text 54.1 51.7 52.3 54.5

STML_link 67.8 73.0 68.4 64.3

STML 66.3 75.6 68.6 64.7

Table 5: Accuracy with standard deviation on user stance

prediction for discussion forum data (IAC) on four popular

issues. Our STML obtains the best accuracy on “abortion"

and comparable performance on “gun control" issues with

supervised PSL-based Method and Logistic Regression [34].

Here we evaluate our model on user stance prediction task on

IAC discussion forum dataset. Following previous work [34], 10

fold cross-validation is used. We report accuracy on four popular

issues in Table 5.

As can be seen, our STML model achieves better accuracy on

the “abortion” issue compared to the supervised methods (LogReg

and PSL-based method). It also achieves comparable performance

on “gun control". There are two main reasons why LOGREG and

PSL-based method [34] performs better on the other topics. Firstly,

it is easier to distinguish between contrasting opinions according to

text information on the issue “gay marriage” and “evolution”. Thus

the human annotated stance labels are of higher quality on these

two issues, leading to better performance of supervised methods

on these two issues than the others. Moreover, both LOGREG and

PSL utilize richer features and are trained on high-quality user

stance labels, while our model only utilizes the weak guidance from

rule-induced user interaction labels for learning.

Furthermore, both STML and STML_link achieve significantly

better performance than STML_text for discussion forum users.

This is due to the reason that users on discussion forums interact

more than on news commenting systems, and this also leads to

richer interaction information that can be leveraged to enhance our

models.

6.5 Discussions

In this section, we provide further analysis on different aspects

of our model. We first analyze whether user activity level affects

the prediction performance. Furthermore, we present a study on

whether leveraging more user interaction information would fur-

ther facilitate with user stance prediction. Lastly, we comment on

the trade-off between content and user interaction.

Does Activity Level Tell About User Stance? We start with

investigating whether our model will achieve better performance

for users with higher activity level, e.g., constructing more posts.

Users in CNN data are divided into 3 groups according to their post

number: users with less than 10 posts, at least 10 but less than 50

posts, and with at least 50 posts. Then our model is evaluated on

link sign prediction for unobserved labels between users in each

group and all the other users. Table 6 demonstrates the performance

of our STML method for different groups when evaluated against

rule-induced labels. Our model achieves the best AUC on group of

users with at least 50 posts on almost every issue.

Btw Observed

and Held-out Users

Btw Held-out Users

# Posts [0, 10) [10, 50) [50,∞) [0, 10) [10, 50) [50,∞)

Bowe Bergdahl 60.0 67.3 70.3 60.6 65.4 65.3

Gaza Israel Conflict 63.0 67.8 72.8 56.9 78.1 78.0

Immigrant 58.0 63.3 64.8 54.4 59.1 66.0
Hobby Lobby 58.7 64.2 65.5 51.9 54.9 51.5

MH17 Crash 57.4 61.4 68.5 69.6 55.4 73.1

Table 6: Link sign prediction results byAUC for STMLmodel

on CNN users with different activity level on rule-based la-

bels. Users are divided into three groups according to their

post numbers which fall in [0,10), [10,50), or [50,∞).

We further experiment with different variations of STML model

with regard to human annotated link sign labels on the issue of

“Bowe Bergdahl", “Gaza Israel" and “MH17". Table 7 shows that our

models achieves better AUC results for the user group with higher

activity level (i.e., more posts). Nevertheless, this is not observed

for other comparisons.

Can More Interactions Further Benefit Learning? We fur-

ther examine whether changing the amount of user interaction

labels used for learning will affect performance on relative stance

prediction. We thus vary the percentage of observed user interac-

tion labels in learning, and the performance by AUC is displayed in

Figure 2. Our STML model achieves stable performance when 60%

or more of the interaction labels are applied for learning for all five

issues. This suggests that with a modest amount of user interaction

information, our model is able to learn word distributions for users

of different stances and thus predict with reasonable performance.

Figure 2: Our STML model learned with varying amount of

user interactions on link sign prediction onCNN comments.

More about the Joint Effect of Content and User Interac-

tion.Here we want to study the effect of model parameter λ, which



Bowe Bergdahl Gaza Israel MH17

# Posts [0, 10) [10, 50) [50,∞) [0, 10) [10, 50) [50,∞) [0, 10) [10, 50) [50,∞)

LogReg 52.2 52.2 50.7 50.0 51.7 50.1 51.4 50.0 54.0

STML_text 55.3 52.3 54.9 55.5 57.7 55.5 60.0 62.2 56.3

STML_link 66.2 52.0 58.5 61.8 63.2 61.7 63.6 51.6 62.5

STML 66.4 67.3 71.8 70.4 76.2 81.0 62.6 51.4 72.4

Table 7: Link sign prediction results by AUC on CNN users with different activity level on the human annotated labels. Our

models have even better stance prediction performance when more posts are available for users.

controls the trade-off between content and user interaction. We

vary the value of λ, and compute the average AUC value for the

task of relative stance prediction over five issues in CNN data. From

Figure 3, we can see that the best performance is obtained when λ
falls in the range of [0.7,0.9]. In general, our model benefits from

learning based on both content information and user interaction

(i.e., λ is between 0.1 and 0.9).

Figure 3: Trade-off study on content and user interaction by

using different λ value. AUC is reported for our STMLmodel

on issues of CNN dataset.

7 CASE STUDY ONWORD DISTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we investigate whether our models can learn mean-

ingful word distributions for users of different stances given a

specific issue.

We list the top 10 words or phrases from the word distributions

learned for opposite stances by STML in Table 8 along with sample

posts. From the representative terms, our model is able to capture

the word usage difference derived from ideology. For instance, on the

issue of “Bowe Bergdahl”, the usage of “liberals” and “democrats”

is signified by the side who opposes prisoner exchange and blames

“Obama”. Meanwhile, the other side fights back via attacking “re-

publicans” and “conservatives”. Similar observation is found on

“Immigration” as well due to ideological polarization.

In addition to discovering ideology of users, our model also

captures salient aspects of arguments delivered when users confront
each other. For issue “Gaza Israel Conflict”, where religion has been

an important factor to provoke disagreement among users, we

see arguments concerning “Muslims” or “Jews” from conflicting

standpoints. Similarly, posts for “MH17 Crash” show that some

users attribute the crash of the Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 to “Putin”

and “Russian”, while users on the other side blame “USA".

Compared with STML, we also display the output word distribu-

tions by STML_text model which only considers content informa-

tion. From Table 9, we can see that STML_text separates terms

mainly based on topic, rather than the conflicting arguments. This

means that by introducing user interactions, our model better cap-

tures the controversial aspects, which facilitates stance prediction

for unseen users only according to their posts.

8 RELATEDWORK

Stance Classification on Debate Forums. Recently, stance clas-

sification attracts a significant amount of research attention from

both text mining and natural language processing communities

[1, 7, 9, 15, 25, 32–35, 37, 38]. Previous work mostly employs super-

vised methods with rich feature set, which requires large amount

of human annotation. Conditional random fields (CRFs) is also in-

vestigated to jointly determine the stances of both the post and its

sentences [14] . Recent work by [30] presents a statistical model

for stance classification based on the extracted arguments. Qiu et

al. [28] propose a unified model combining user profiling, user

post and interaction modeling and user stance modeling to infer

user stances on a set of issues, where high quality annotations for

user stance, user interactions and fine-grained user attributes are

required. Fang et al. [10] aim to find the contrastive opinions on

political texts with no social interaction information. Most of the

aforementioned models are not applicable to our problem since

they are supervised methods that need either human annotations

or highly domain specific knowledge guided annotations of user

stances. This is the gap we aim to fill in this work.

Stance Classification on Twitter In addition to previous work

on stance prediction for debate forums, stance prediction on Twit-

ter [3, 4, 9, 17, 18, 25, 26, 31] has also gained increasing popularity

in recent years. There has been work that detects user’s political

stances purely from links on Twitter [12]. For methods that also

utilize text, the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection for Twitter shared

task [25] aims to detect the stance of individual tweets on given

opinion targets. Ebrahimi et al. [9] use relational boostrapping to

classify user stances on given targets with weakly supervision from

a set of stance-indicative patterns of tweets. The task of stance

prediction on previously unseen targets is studied in [3], where

bidirectional conditional LSTM [11] encodings are generated for

both tweets and opinion targets for stance classification. Lukasik

et al. [23] classify the stances of tweets with respect to rumours by

exploiting both temporal and textual information. Different from

our problem setting, most of these methods focused on predict-

ing whether a tweet is “for" or “against" a given opinion target.

Also, domain knowledge for the opinion targets are often required

by those weakly supervised methods for tweet stance prediction,

which limits their applicability to other online discussion dataset.

Topic SentimentMining.Our work is also in line with topic senti-

ment analysis. Joint topic and sentiment modeling is first studied in

[24], who propose to automatically learn the latent topical facets of

the Weblog collection and the associated sentiments. In order to de-

tect the topics and associated sentiments from the text, LDA-based



Bowe Bergdahl Gaza Israel Immigrant MH17

Stance 1 Stance 2 Stance 1 Stance 2 Stance 1 Stance 2 Stance 1 Stance 2

republicans obama hamas jew republicans obama putin usa

gop liberal muslim jews the gop liberals russian kiev

the gop deserter free palestine from arad terror netanyahu gop democrats russians ukrainian

conservatives liberals egypt isreal boehner illegals the russians iraq

allegedly a deserter yawn israeli republican liberal kremlin americans

Exu republican arabs hitler conservatives conservatives the illegals russia american

reagan traitor hamass aipac congress illegal aliens vodka cia

conservative he deserted syria part of this genocide perry obama is comrade poroshenko

fox news obama is hamas_is cut all aid to israel the republicans dems russian troll com watch

right wing susan rice muslims zionists conservative citizens huh youtube

Issue Discussion

Bowe Bergdahl

dragonemp: So when you liberals can no longer deny the truth that obama’s newest hero was deserter, you guys simply resort to mindless personal attack?

typical liberal.

disqus_jstf5729hx: Now his family is receiving death threats this is unacceptable. What type of country is this? Where’s the humanity? Republican lawmakers,

the republican party, Fox news, conservative pundits and even republican voters are scums of the earth. And all other american citizens who are judging this

soldier and his family without even knowing all the facts are pathetic hypocrites.

Gaza Israel

princeduomarr: Israel’s actions only make the world hate jews more.

disqus_v1TJlyTz8e: The same applies tomuslims. Islam’s actions will only cause the world to hatemuslims more and more.

Immigrant

disqus_DyF69AkLq3: Why are liberals too stupid to understand the difference between legal and illegal?

pkmyt1: Why does the GOP/TP conservatives think the constitution and laws are only for them?

MH17

disqus_aEmd4h22ye: kiev shot it down cia gaves the order—soon world will hate usa again a little bit more then now

disqus_mBjaqI1BJ9 : Russia invaded a Europea country and recently shot down a plane with Europeans in it. Well done Russia for creating enemies.

Table 8: Upper table: Top words and phrases discovered by our STML model which utilizes both content and user interaction.

Stance 1 and Stance 2 denote the learned opposite viewpoints. Representative words and phrases frequently used by each

stance are highlighted in bold with the same color of corresponding stance. Lower table: Sample posts from users of different

stances. Stance-specific words or phrases are in bold of different color.

Bowe Bergdahl Gaza Israel Conflict Immigration MH17 Crash

Stance 1 Stance 2 Stance 1 Stance 2 Stance 1 Stance 2 Stance 1 Stance 2

mr president you freed a desert liberal womenshealthmag youtube mexico obama eu plane

the gop allegedly schools com watch usa president europe evidence

mr president republicans hamass unrwa mexicans congress china rebels

genius the rmy tunnels free palestine from arab terror immigrants the gop country missile

american near occupation yawn countries vote world separatists

barry unit islam is garbage https pay boehner money shot down

gop black asshat part of this genocide food bill germany youtube

anyone miss w taliban egypt disqus parents republicans sanctions flight

iraq im translation cut all aid to israel canada senate gas video

rwnj bowe body armor spam bot mexican dems america investigation

Table 9: Top words and phrases discovered by our STML_text model which only considers content of users’ posts. Stance 1

and Stance 2 denote the learned opposite viewpoints.

Joint Sentiment/Topic (JST) model is studied to allow each docu-

ment has topic distributions for different sentiments [20, 21]. Both

models use some prior information generated either from online

sentiment retrieval services or sentiment lexicons. One important

category of topic sentiment analysis is aspect-sentiment mining,

which aims to identify the sentiment of online reviews with respect

to aspects of reviewed objects [29, 45]. This line of work mainly

focuses on inferring user’s sentiment on various topics, which is

different from the setting of our stance prediction problem.

Joint Content and Social Interaction Modeling. Existing joint

content and interaction models mainly focus on bibliographic net-

works and social networks, where a link reflects the proximity of

two entities. Proximity is often explained by nodes with similar

latent attributes, such as people belonging to similar communities

[43], pieces of text that share similar topic distributions [6, 27], and

actors that are alike in terms of tastes or behaviors [8, 16, 19, 40, 42–

44]. Those nodes are assumed to be connected with high probability,

and the nodes are then inferred from the data by optimizing a global

objective. Gu et al. [13] incorporate topic models with matrix fac-

torization on legislators’ voting records to estimate their stances

on various issues. While those methods target network structure

detection and latent user attribute understanding via node mem-

bership distribution over various topics/communities, our goal is

to associate every user with a signed numeric value indicating

their relative polarity on each topic. Moreover, in our model, user

polarities are regularized by their signed interactions carrying ei-

ther agreement or disagreement attitudes, while the interactions in

social networks often imply homophily.

9 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a Stance-based Text Generative

Model with Link Regularization (STML) for user stance prediction

in online discussions. On the converse to most of the existing ap-

proaches for stance prediction favoring supervised learning, STML

aims at predicting user stances and producing word distributions

for two opposite stances on a specific issue simultaneously in a

weakly guided fashion. Moreover, different from the methods based

on domain specific knowledge for stance-indicative pattern detec-

tion, STML depends on simpler guidance from user interaction

patterns, which makes it generalizable to online discussions of

other domains of interest. Experimental results on users in news

commenting system and online discussion forum show that our



model can outperform non-trivial comparisons, and produce com-

parable results when compared with state-of-the-art supervised

learning-based methods for stance prediction tasks.
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